
LR SCOW LAYING-UP TIPS 
 
By John Claridge – from Autumn 1998 Newsletter, updated in 
October 2015 
 
Giving your Scow a little end of season TLC will pay dividends 
in keeping it in good order during the winter, and ready, after a 
bit of dusting off, for the next season. 
 
HULL 

 
 Wash down with soapy water and hose off. 
 Any minor scratches can be rubbed out with 1200 grade 

wet and dry sandpaper and then rebuffed, Any deep 
scratches should be sorted out professionally, particularly 
those caused by the old trolley's wheels rubbing when the 
boat is not positioned centrally 

 Check the brass strip for damage and rub down any rough 
surface. Make sure it is well secured. Repair if necessary. 

 Remove hatch covers and lightly grease threads before 
replacing them at the start of the season. 

 If you want to turn the boat upside down, care must be 
taken not to put the whole weight of the boat on the 
gunnels, as this can cause cracking in the gelcoat. 

 
INTERIOR 
 
Older boats 

 On older boats the white surfaces are painted and if 

required this should be rubbed down and repainted with 
one can polyuerethane. 

 The nonslip areas can be recoated with nonslip deck paint. 
However care must be taken to remove all lose paint and 
try not to get a big build up, as this will crack and flake. 
 

Newer boats 
 On newer boats which have stippled gelcoat these should 

only need a good scrub but if there is damage it should be 
sorted out professionally 

 
 



TEAK 
 

 Any minor damage can be sanded but any larger areas 
will probably need professional attention. 

 Reseal with a good quality marine Teak oil although we 
have found a mixture of wax and oil gives the best results 

 
FOILS 
 

 Any chipped edges can be made good using plastic 

padding gelcoat repair kits. 
 The centreboard rubber friction pad may need adjusting or 

replacing if worn.  
 

(The centreboard is held in position by a rubber friction device 
which can be adjusted when afloat. Lower the board slightly 
and with a long screwdriver gently tighten the two screws on 
the front of the board just below the handle until friction is 
sufficient to hold it in position). 
 

SAILS 
 

 Sails should be removed from spars. l usually wash in the 
bath with soapy water and then hose off on the washing 
line.  

 Any major damage needs to be sorted out by a sailmaker 
but small holes can be repaired with spinnaker repair 
tape. 

 When dry I like to roll the sail round a plastic tube, and 

most importantly store somewhere that is dry and mice 
proof. 

 
SPARS 
 

 Wash down well with freshwater, and inspect for any 
corrosion around fittings, if it is only minor the spar can 
be waxed, although deeper corrosion should be sorted out 
professionally. 

 On the mast, the rigging and halyard turning block should 

be carefully inspected for signs of damage and replaced if 



necessary. We have found that a deadeye, instead of a 
block has proved most effective for the main halyard. 

 
CORDAGE 
 
Ropes, sheets and halyards should be washed in soapy water 
to get rid of salt build up, dried and stored with sails after 
inspection for damage, replace if necessary. Store coiled. 
 
ANCHOR 

These are now a requirement when racing. They should be 
washed in freshwater, and if corroded, wire brush off and spray 
with galvanise or zinc aerosol. Alternatively we do now have 
stainless steel versions, which will save a lot of trouble, but 
almost look too good to put in the water. 
 
LAUNCHING TROLLEY 
 

 Check rubber support pads, replace if necessary. 

 Check wheels for splitting, beware of over inflation as the 
wheels can explode on a hot day. We have started to fit 
foam filled wheels which look the same but will never 
puncture, or need blowing up. 

 
BOAT COVER 
 
If the boat is being stored outside, it is important that the 
hatches are left off to allow ventilation and the cover supported 
it so it won't puddle. Buying a cheap flat cover to save wear 

and tear is certainly worthwhile considering. Covers usually last 
about five years and once the stitching zips and fabric starts 
failing, they probably need replacing. 
 


